Make This Summer a Season of Student Learning!

Whether you are extending the school year into summer or providing summer learning to help students be ready for the new school year, our high interest and accessible content can help you achieve your summer learning goals.

Flexible Pacing to Meet Your Summer Learning Schedule

With content to fit perfectly into a variety of time frames and scenarios, students will have access to visual and engaging lessons and activities. Match your standards-based content needs with your summer schedule to serve a broad range of K-12 disciplines.

Many programs have digital options to meet distance learning needs, while small format reader books are ideal for delivery of packets for at-home use.

COURSE OFFERING

Elementary Reading

Panorama Reading Through the Lens of Science
Flexible reading program with a focus on Science based content from authentic literature and National Geographic nonfiction for Grades K-6

Panorama Reading Through the Lens of Social Studies
Flexible reading program that brings together reading and social studies to teach reading strategies through the act of storytelling for Grades K-6

National Geographic Ladders: Reading
Differentiated informational text reading and writing for Grades 3-5

Theme Sets
Introduce classic literature in an entertaining way for Grades 9-12

InZone Books
High interest low readability with built-in support for grades 9-10

Alphachant Phonics
Focus on foundational phonics skills for PreK-K

Reach into Phonics Foundations
Comprehensive resources for intervention in foundational skills

Academic Vocabulary Toolkit
Mastering high-use vocabulary for academic achievement for Grades 3-6

Coleccion Ventanas
Collection of authentic, award-winning Spanish fiction for Grades 1-6

Alegria
Spanish poetry that explores family heritage, tradition, language and culture for Grades K-6

Canciones y cuentos
Teach reading and phonics through songs and stories for Grades K-2

Elementary Social Studies

Panorama Reading Through the Lens of Social Studies
Engaging Social Studies authentic fiction and National Geographic nonfiction will motivate students in Grades K-6

National Geographic Ladders: Social Studies
Engaging authentic thematic National Geographic nonfiction topics will motivate students for Grade 3-5

Elementary Science

Panorama Reading Through the Lens of Science
Engaging Science authentic fiction and National Geographic nonfiction will motivate students in Grades K-6

National Geographic Ladders: Science
Differeniated readers contain high-interest content that explores life science, earth science, physical science, and STEM topics for students 3-5

Exploring Science through Literacy
Leveled Science readers support disciplinary core ideas from NGSS for Grades K-5

Middle School Reading

Inside Phonics
Build fundamental reading and spelling skills for Grades 6-8

Academic Vocabulary Toolkit
Mastering high-use vocabulary for academic achievement for Grades 6-8

InZone Books
High interest low readability with built-in support for grades 6-8

Coleccion Ventanas
Collection of authentic, award-winning Spanish fiction for Grades 6-8

Middle School ESL/ELD

Impact
Help language learners make connections in English between their lives and the world they live in for Grades 1-6

Middle School Social Studies

Global Issues
Differentiated themed readers to bring world issues into focus for Grades 6-8

Panorama Reading Through the Lens of Social Studies
Engaging authentic fiction and National Geographic nonfiction will motivate students for Grade 6

National Geographic Explore
Authentic National Geographic magazine articles adapted for Grades 6-8

High School ESL/ELD

Life
Develop ability to think critically and communicate effectively with integrated grammar and vocabulary for Grades 9-12

Reading Explorer
Content-based series to develop reading vocabulary skills for Grades 9-12

Grammar Explorer
Provides a systematic approach to explore, learn, practice and apply grammar for Grades 9-10

Great Writing Series
Guided, structured activities help students to quickly master writing skills for Grades 9-12

High School English/Language Arts

National Geographic Learning Reader Series
Innovative and engaging themed content readers honoring the mission and tradition of the National Geographic Society for Grades 9-12

Evergreen: A Guide to Writing with Readings
Carefully crafted writing instruction with engaging student models and practice for Grades 9-12

Grassroots with Readings: The Writer’s Workbook
Motivates with plentiful, high-interest student models and contemporary readings for Grades 9-12

High School Reading Intervention

The Classic Graphic Novel Collection
Introduce classic literature in an entertaining way for Grades 9-12

InZone Books
High interest low readability with built-in support for grades 9-10

21st Century Reading
Creative thinking and reading with TED Talks for Grades 9-12

Pathways: Reading, Writing and Critical Thinking
Develop academic literacy skills through content, images, and videos for Grades 9-12

High School CTE

Personal Financial Literacy Updated, Precision Exams Edition
Aligned to Jump$tart standards – prepares students for financial decisions after high school from creating a budget, to purchasing a car, to filing for FAFSA.

Technology for Success and Shelly Cashman Series
Microsoft Office 365 & Office 2019
An Introduction to Digital Literacy and Microsoft Office applications, the online course includes the entire Shelly Cashman Series preparing students for up to 6 MOS exams.

Entrepreneurship: Ideas in Action Updated, Precision Exams Edition
Examines all the major steps in starting a new business: Ownership, Strategy, Finance and Marketing

Residential Construction Academy: Basic Principles for Construction
Created in conjunction with the National Association of Home Builder’s students can earn multiple levels of certification as they learn foundational skills for success in the construction industry